
Demographic COLLAPSE occurring in England as covid depopulation jabs kick in

Description

The United Kingdom’s Health Security Agency (UKHSA) has finally updated the “Vaccination in
pregnancy” dataset in its “COVID-19 Vaccine Surveillance Report,” showing that the birth rate in
England plummeted by 11.9 percent in 2022.

For more than six months, said data was simply missing, which many believed was the UKHSA’s way
of hiding the truth from the public. It turns out these suspicions were accurate as the latest data shows
that Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) “vaccines” are progressively depopulating England. (Related:
Throughout 2022, the birth rate in Taiwan similarly plummeted by 23 percent, largely due to covid
injections.)

Compared to England’s birth rate in 2021, the 2022 data for the UK shows a steep drop-off in new
births ever since the launch of Operation Warp Speed. Between January and November of 2021, there
were 478,382 births in England. During that same time period in 2022, the number of new births was
only 421,284.

“That’s 57,098 fewer births in 2022, which is a drop of 11.9 percent,” reports The Daily Sceptic.

UKHSA padded its “unvaccinated” control group with women
who got injected BEFORE they got pregnant

In 2022, the worst month in terms of new births occurred in September. Compared to September 2021,
September 2022 saw a birth rate decrease of 15.7 percent, a substantial drop-off.

The timing makes sense because this is when England saw peak uptake among pregnant women of
the first dose of Fauci Flu shots. In other words, the month that saw the highest uptake of covid
injections among pregnant women also saw the biggest plunge in birth rate compared to the same
month a year prior.

Amazingly, the UKHSA still claims, despite the new data, that covid shots are perfectly safe and
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effective, including during pregnancy. The agency hopes to get away with this by toying with the data
and the way it is presented to make it seem as though there is little difference in birth rates between
vaccinated and unvaccinated pregnant women.

“Its graphs attempt to show that there isn’t much difference between vaccinated and unvaccinated
mothers,” The Daily Sceptic reported about this data anomaly.

“However, in my opinion, these data don’t show much and could be considered disingenuous because
the authors never compare with unvaccinated women. Instead they use the term ‘no doses in
pregnancy.’ This means instead of being a purely unvaccinated control group, women who were
vaccinated before they were pregnant are lumped in the same group.”

It is a common tactic in the vaccine industry to never compare health outcomes in vaccinated people to
a truly unvaccinated control group. Either they create a control group where members are vaccinated
with a different injection or they do what the UKHSA appears to have done here, which is deceptively
include “unvaccinated” women in the control group who were vaccinated before they got pregnant.

“The beginning of the drop coinciding with the peak in first vaccinations is worrying, as is the chart
showing that the more wealthy and more vaccinated women are having fewer babies,” The Daily 
Sceptic notes.

In the comments, someone cited Arkmedic data showing that the experimental gene therapies they are
calling “covid vaccines” resulted in an approximate doubling of pregnancy loss before 20 weeks – and
that the authorities knew about this before they approved the shots for pregnant women.

“It’s a travesty that pregnant women who didn’t benefit from this treatment at all were coerced into
taking an investigational product that was known to have a higher rate of fetal loss … which was known
by the FDA and the CDC at subsequent safety assessments,” this person wrote.
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